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SUMMARY

Depth distribution studies of carbon in steel and iron were car-

ried out in the concentration range 0. 05 - 1 %, using proton activa-

tion analysis. Surface content studies were performed in the concen-

tration range 0.01 - 1 % using deuteron activation analysis. The

following reactions were utilized:

12C(p,Y)13N and 12C(d,n)13N

Evaluations of depth distribution were based on resonances in the ex-

citation function.

The carbon content was determined with the aid of the positron
1 3emitter, N, using either single-peak or coincidence measurements.

The heat dissipation in the irradiated region of the samples was

calculated, and the temperature rise was measured using thermo-

couples.

The temperature distribution within the hot zone subjected to ir-

radiation by charged particles, together with the temperature distri-

bution around this zone, was studied in order to estimate any effect

this might have on the carbon diffusion,

A device for automatic sample exchange which is remotely con-

trolled is described.
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INTRODUCTION

The reaction C(p,y) N has previously been utilized for the de-

termination of the carbon content in steel surfaces [ 1, 2] and also for

studies of the depth distribution of carbon under the surface [3] . This

work made use of two resonances in the excitation function of the

above reaction, which occur at proton energies of 0. 46 and 1. 70 MeV

respectively (see Fig 1).
1 3

In the present study, measurements of the included N-activity

were carried out. This method leads to an increased sensitivity com-

pared to that obtained using prompt gamma-ray measurements [ 3J,

Although the above reaction exhibits small cross-section values

[4, 5] for the two resonances considered (127 p-b and 35 l̂ b), the reac-

tion is still attractive for the measurement of carbon depth distribu-

tion in several industrial steel products with high carbon contents.
12 13

The reaction C(d,n) N was also applied for the determination

of the carbon content in the surface. With this reaction, a high degree

of sensitivity is obtained [6, 7]; however, it does not exhibit reso-

nances in the excitation function (see Fig 2), and this complicates the

depth distribution evaluation [ 11 ].

A knowledge of the carbon concentration gradient is of metallurgi-

cal interest in connection with the carburization and decarburization

of steel surfaces (~ 0. 003 - 1 % carbon).

During the irradiation procedure considerable amounts of energy

are dissipated into rather small volumes, due to the slowing-down of

protons or deuterons. Experiments have revealed that when thin iron

foils are irradiated, they often melt in the zone exposed to the parti-

cles. The heat evolved might give rise to carbon diffusion, resulting

in carbon losses from the volume analyzed. In steel a transport effect

is already noticeable at a few hundred degrees C (see Fig 3). At 500 C,

carbon may move a distance of 5 |j,m in a few minutes [8]. In depth

distribution analysis, layers are studied which have a resolution of

the order of magnitude of 1 |j,m. Consequently diffusion effects have

to be considered, and for this purpose the temperature rise in the ir-

radiated volumes was both calculated and measured. The temperature

distribution around the irradiated zone was measured in detail by means

of thermocouples.
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THE TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION AROUND THE ZONE

IRRADIATED WITH CHARGED PARTICLES

Basic assumptions used in the temperature calculation

As was mentioned above, sufficiently large temperature gradients

within the irradiated coin-shaped specimen will give rise to diffusion

processes, which interfere with the activation .analysis. The tempera-

ture distribution within and around the irradiated hot spot is therefore

derived, from the classical theory of heat transport in continuous me-

dia, using the following simplifications.

i. The temperature is assumed to be stationary. Justifica-

tion for this assumption will be discussed in a later section sequel.

ii. The two heat transport coefficients, the thermal conductiv-

ity K and the heat capacity c, are assumed to be independent of tem-

perature, position and the direction of the heat flux in the specimen. I

The degree to which K is dependent of T is probably the most critical

of these simplifications. It has been found that for commercial stain-

less steel, K increases from 14 to 19 W/m K for a temperature rise

from 273 to 573°K [ 14]. Different ferrous alloys exhibit similar or

smaller changes in K in the same temperature range. This indicates

that K could reasonably be taken to be independent of T in the present

experiments. The value chosen for K was the lower figure applicable

at room temperatures; this choice was made in an effort to avoid under-

estimating the temperature and temperature gradients in the specimen.

When no phase transitions occur, the heat capacity c is less dependent

on T than is the case for K; moreover, the value of c becomes irrele-

vant for steady-state conditions. The assumptions stated above and the

additional, related assumptions of isotropy of the medium and the strict

dependence of the heat flux on the temperature gradient are by no means

trivial. They are, on the contrary, necessary and are usually taken

for granted in practically all descriptions of heat flow on a macroscopic

scale in continuous media.

iii. The heat flux is taken to be incident on a circular area of

radius a equal to 1 mm. It is assumed that there is negligible heat

production within the specimen. The actual cylindrical volume, of

height roughly 0. 1 mm, in which heat is generated, thus approximated

to a surface. The validity of this simplification will be examined later.
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However, the related assumptions of negligible thermal contact re-

sistance at the surface and negligible surface cooling by radiation,

evaporation and "sputtering" can easily be shown to be valid, and

they will not be discussed further.

iv. The irradiated specimen is assumed to extend infinitely

in the radial direction perpendicular to the incident particle beam.

Initially, the specimen will be assumed to extend infinitely in the

axial direction also. However, in a later section an investigation

will be made into the effect of a perfectly efficient heat draining mech-

anism, operating at the flat surface which is parallel to the irradiated

one. This type of drainage corresponds in practice to forced cooling

by air or water on the under surface of a finite specimen. The result-

ing reduction of the maximum temperature at the centre of the irradia-

tion spot is given as a function of the axial distance between the sur-

faces, i. e. the specimen thickness; the results presented indicate that

the above-mentioned assumption of infinite radial extension is irrele-

vant in practice.

v. The heat flux incident on the irradiated spot is assumed to

be uniformly distributed over the area of the spot; it is thus given by

P/na , where P is the beam power (of the order of 50 W). Obviously,

no other assumption can be made in the absence of any detailed know-

ledge about the spatial energy and density distributions of the beam

particles.

Temperature distribution for a semi-infinite solid

The irradiated spot is defined in cylindrical coordinates by the

circular part r ^ a of the surface z = 0, 0 ^ r <., of the semi-infinite

volume z ^ 0. With the assumptions listed above in sections i and ii,

the temperature T will satisfy the Laplace equation. Its general so-

lution in terms of Bessel functions for the relevant geometry and

boundary conditions is as follows [ 15]:

T(r,Z)=^Lje-
XzJ0(\r) J^Xa)^ (1)
o

The integral attains its maximum value, which is equal to unity, for

r = 0, z = 0 so that
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(2)

Consider the surface temperature T(r, 0). The integral in equation

(1) can be expressed by hypergeometric functions in the form

T <r' °) = Tmax 27 F ^ r ; 2 ; 0 >' r > a ( 4 )

[See Ref 1 6, formulae 4. 41 5, 1 and 4. 41 5, 3 . ] Equation (3) is easily

transformed [ 16, formula 6. 114] into the complete elliptic integral

of the second kind E, listed by e. g. Ref 1 7 p 80

2 2 2

F (1, - j-, 1; (J) ) = F [ - 1, 1; 1; (J) ] = i E [ (|) ] (5)

However, a similar transformation of equation (4) requires the use

of recurrence relations [ 16, p 387]; this yields the expression

2 2 2
F (1 1; 2; (f) ) = 2 (|) [ F (1, - 1; 1; (f) ) -

2 2

The surface temperature can then be expressed as

(7)

where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, listed in

[17].

The surface temperature distribution obtained from equations (2),

(5) and (7) is shown in Fig 16. A.s might be expected, the greatest

value of the radial heat flux occurs at the edge r = a of the irradiation

spot, where the slope of the curve is at a maximum.

Knowledge about this distribution is of special interest irradi-

ating small areas which is the case for e. g. the protonmicrosond.

T ( r , 0) = T — [ E ( ( - ) ) - (1 - ( - ) ) K ( ( - ) ) ] , r > a
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The assumption of stationary conditions

Consider a body with the characteristic dimension d, density p

and heat capacity c per unit mass. The transient heat transport is

governed by the conventional heat equation, which relates to a diffu-

sion process [see e.g. Ref 15, p 28]. The time T , required for heat

to diffuse away from the body until the temperature difference rela-

tive to a surrounding medium of infinite heat capacity is reduced to

a fraction e = 0. 37 of its original value is given by

T - c p d (8)
Td " K W

In the present context, equation (8) expresses the time after the

onset of irradiation which is required before the rate of conduction

of heat away from the irradiated zone of the specimen has attained

an approximately steady state. If the dimension d is taken to be the

same as the radius a of the hot spot, and equal to 1 mm, it is found

that the resulting value of T is of the order of a fraction of a second.

This should be compared with the actual irradiation time, which is a

few minutes. However, equation (8) is unsatisfactory because of the

strong dependence of T upon the characteristic length d, which is

inadequately defined; in practice d is given a more or less arbitrary

value, or is simply guessed at. A detailed investigation of heat flow

conditions was therefore carried out. For the sake of brevity,'only

the results will be presented here. The analysis was based upon the

assumption that at t = 0, there is an instantaneous outflow of heat

which maintains a steady level P. This radiates into a semi-infinite

medium from a heat-generating volume which takes the form of a

half-sphere whose radius is equal to that of the irradiation spot radius

a. In fact, the heat-generating volume approximates more nearly to a

flat cylinder. However, it could be shown that the assumption of a

radial heat flow from a half-sphere had no appreciable influence on

the dependence of temperature on time as defined in equation (8). On

the other hand, this choice of geometry made it possible to transform

the three-dimensional problem mathematically into a linear one, for

which the solution is given in Ref 15, p 71. The maximum temperature

was found to have a time dependence of the form
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T T.)
max* '

(t) . ,,
= 1 - e y [1 - erfCy1/^)] (9)

where

d cpa

The error function, erf in equation (9), is expanded in an appropriate
form in the series given in Ref 15, p 482, If the following values are
assumed to apply (stainless steel), p = 7800 kg/m , c = 460 Ws kg
deg , K = 14 Wm deg and a = 10 m, it is found that T = 0. 26 s.
The final result is then given by equation (9), which yields the values
given in the table below.

t sec

1

2 .

5

10

60

T (t)/T (.)maxv " max* '

0. 74
0. 81

0.87

0.91
0.96

From this it is obvious that the variation of the temperature with time
can safely be disregarded, assuming that there is either heat transport
in the presupposed infinite medium or an efficient heat sink situated at
a finite distance from the irradiation spot.

Influence of a finite particle penetration depth

The heat generating volume takes the form of a cylinder, but in
the calculation of the surface temperature distribution this volume was
approximated to a circular surface. In order to find out whether the
small but finite penetration depth 6 will have any appreciable effect on
the calculated temperature distribution, consider an infinitely extended
homogeneous medium where a uniform heat generation with a total
power 2P starts at time t = 0 and takes place only within the cylindri-
cal volume r £ a, -6 ^ z ^ 6. The heat power per unit volume is then



T (a, 6, t)
P

rra SP c
;
o

a p c
4Ku

1 - e
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W = - 4 j - (11)
ira fi

The plane z = 0 is a plane of symmetry, so that conditons in the vol-

ume z > 0 correspond to those in the irradiated specimen. The tem-

perature at the point r = 0, z = 0 at time t is readily obtained as a

function of the radius a and the depth 6 by integrating the contribu-

tions from all the infinitesimally small heat sources over the whole

cylindrical colume. The integral can be written, c. f. Ref 15, p 256,

as

(12)

As can be seen, the axial dependence of the integrand is only present

in the error function which, for small values of its argument, can be

expanded into a uniformly convergent series of the general form

erfof^te-^+Sfg-- ) (13)

A corresponding series expansion for the radial dependence yields

a similar general form

-fl2 2

- e
 P = g 2

since 8 . a, so also identically a . P , only the first term in the ex-

pansion (13) need be retained. It is then seen from equation (12) that

the dependence of T upon 6 vanishes; this implies that a finite value

of 8 does not affect the maximum temperature so long as the inequality

6 . a holds.

Depression of maximum temperature by heat drainage

The maximum temperature T in the irradiation spot is given
^ max ^ &

by equation (2); this in turn is derived from the temperature distribu-

tion described by equation (1), which refers to a semi-infinite speci-

men. A consideration will now be given of the decrease of T when
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a heat sink operates on the side opposite to the irradiated side. It

was mentioned above that this can be achieved by forced cooling;

however, in practice Lhe same effect can be obtained by fastening

the specimen very tightly to a comparatively large solid block with

a high thermal conductivity. A suitable material for this purpose

is copper, for which K = 380 Wm deg , by comparison, the value

for stainless steel is K = 14 Wm deg

In the case of this type of cooling, both the incident and the out-

going heat fluxes will have a direction normal to the flat specimen

surfaces, i.e. the boundary conditions to be considered here concern

temperature gradients normal to these surfaces. The fact suggests

a solution by means of the image potential concept commonly used in

electrostatics. Consider a homogeneous medium, with thermal con-

ductivity K, containing an infinite stack of thin parallel discs, each

with a radius a and separated by distance d from its adjacent neigh-

bours. The discs have the perpendicular symmetry axis in common.

Assume that every second disc emits the total heat power 2P (see Fig

13).

2P = 2 prr a2 (15)

while each of the intermediate discs absorbs this heat power. It is

easy to see from Fig 13 that the conditions in the plane TS correctly

describe the distribution of the incident heat flow P which exists at

the irradiation spot; this flow is arbitrarily taken to be directed to

the right. From considerations of symmetry the plane QR is sub-

jected to a heat flow perpendicular to this surface. The thermal con-

ditions there correspond to the existence of an infinitely efficient sur-

face drainage of heat.

Since T satisfies the Laplace equation, any infinitesimal surface

element dS emitting a power pdS gives rise to a temperature increase

dT at a distance r which is given by the expression

The temperature difference AT, indicated in Fig 13, is then found as

follows:
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a

I
n = " " x=0 .nd)2+X

2)

When the integration has been carried out and the summation order

changed, it is found that

/3-\AT = T (1 + f Q )
max v W

( 1 8 )

where T is the maximum temperature in the irradiation spot as
max c c

derived previously, see equation (2). As expected, for d -.°°, AT
equals T . The required reduction function is f (-=-) and^ max H M'

; -1 <f (f)^ o (19)
(n +(f) ) +n

This yields the reduction of the spot maximum temperature as a

function of the distance d, which is twice the distance between the

spot and the sink or twice the specimen thickness. The reduction

function is shown graphically in Fig 14. The figure shows that effi-

cient heat drainage would lower the temperature by a factor of five

for a specimen thickness one fifth of the irradiated spot radius. When

this radius is less than the specimen thickness, i.e. -r < 9-. the re-

duction function can be simplified to the form:

f (ii) ^ iL ^
Cl Ct -i J.X \JL \JL

n= 1

Measurements of temperature

The maximum temperature of different values of particle energy

and current was measured for both protons and deuterons. A thermo-

couple was inserted between the Ta-collimator and the steel sample,

care being taken to ensure good thermal contact; the thermocouple

was shielded from direct particle bombardment by the tantalum plate.

A second thermocouple was inserted at the rear of the sample, at a

point exactly opposite the first.

The following empirical formulae were deduced from the experi-

ments, for carbon in an iron specimen of thickness 5 mm and collima-

tor hole diameter 8 mm (See Fig 15).
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Front: T = 28 • P + 3 °C (21)
max v '

Rear: T
m a x = 1 0 ' P + P ° C (22)

P: Power of the particle current in watt

|3: temperature of the backing (sink)

The experiment indicated that the temperature drop across the speci-

ment in the direction of irradiation could be controlled:

T, . - T = 18 P
front rear

A T / T 18P 18 ^18 6 Q
A T / ^ ^max " 28 P + p " 777T 30

when

The theore t ica l express ion in equation (18) gives

AT/T = l + f (å.) a = 0. 5 cm
' max vd'

d = 1. 0 cm

f (TT | ) = f (0. 5) = -0. 32
AT/T = 0. 68' max

Diffusion driven by a concentration gradient

According to Fick's first law, a concentration gradient, grad N,

of impurity atoms will exhibit a corresponding flux with an average

velocity v such that

N v = -D grad N (23)

The diffusion constant D varies with the temperature T according to

__

D = DQ e k T (24)
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where E is the activation energy and k is the Boltzmann constant.

Measurements of the diffusion of carbon in alpha iron yield values
-6 2

of E = 0. 87 eV and D = 2. 0 • 10 m /sec and demonstrate that

equation (24) is valid for an extremely wide range (about fourteen

decades) of D. The markedly strong dependence of D upon T in equa-

tion (24) is noteworthy. As pointed out by Ref [ 19] equation (24) is

readily explained by considering the diffusion of vacancies or impur-

ity atoms in interstitial sites.

The divergence operator applied to equation (23), together with

the equation of continuity,

(25)

yields an equation of the diffusion type, often referred to as Fick's

second law

AN + 1 (grad N) . (grad D) = I ^ (26)

For a uniform temperature the gradient of the diffusion coefficient

vanishes. The characteristic time for diffusion of impurities along

a characteristic range d is then found from equation (26) according

to the expression

2 2 *-
d d kT

e

by direct analogy with the previously described characteristic time

for heat diffusion, equation (8). The diffusion of impurities, however,

is by contrast an exceedingly slow process.

For carbon in alpha iron at the highest possible temperature,

727 C, and with d equal to the previously assumed irradiation spot,

radius a = 1 mm, the diffusion time T is found to be 200 min.

A number of important impurity diffusion processes occurring

in iron and obeying relationship (24) have been compiled and graphi-

cally displayed in Ref 8 (Fig 3). A study of this diagram indicates

that diffusion driven by concentration gradients would not be a source
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of error in the present investigations as long as the irradiation time

is of the order 10 rain and the maximum temperature is kept below

400°C.

Diffusion driven by a thermal gradient

Mass transport induced by a thermal gradient, referred to as the

Soret effect, depends on the character of the thermal contact between

the high and low temperature regions. Accordingly, it cannot be ex-

plained in terms of equilibrium parameters but is customarily de-

scribed in terms of the quantity Q*, designated the heat of transfer.

This is defined by the following transport equation for the average

diffusion velocity y_ which is produced by the temperature gradient

[20]

N v = - ^ ^ grad T (28)

For interstitial diffusion in iron, carbon and nitrogen give rise to

negative values of Q* implying diffusion in the direction of increasing

temperature. The physical mechanisms causing this motion are not

clearly understood [ 21 ]. For carbon in alpha iron the value of Q* has

been determined experimentally to be -24 +1.5 kcal/mole [20] or

roughly -1.0 eV.

The errors introduced by the Soret effect can be estimated by

combining equation (28) with the usual equation for the heat flux ĉ

£= - K grad T (29)

so that

(30,
~s K kT

and introducing a characteristic time for Soret diffusion such that

T = - 1 (31)
sv '

s

where d represents as usual a characteristic length. Represenative

values of q and T are the incident beam power per unit area and the

spot maximum temperature, respectively (c. f. equations (2) and (15))
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Combination of these expressions gives

a kT d
s D Q# a

The first factor is the previously derived and discussed charac-

teristic time for diffusion along a concentration gradient. The second

factor, i. e. the ratio of thermal energies, leads to a reduction, typ-

ically by a factor l/20 for T = 300°C. The magnitude of the third fac-

tor depends upon the selection of a representative value for d in equa-

tion (31). For Soret diffusion which follows the path of increasing

temperature it'could be argued that a preferable value for d could be

the penetration depth 8 = 0. 1 mm rather than the irradiation spot ra-

dius a = T mm. Regardless of this choice Soret diffusion in the case

considered here initially proceeds with a rate which is an order of

magnitude greater than the counterstreaming diffusion by concentra-

tion gradients.

In view of the considerable uncertainties involved in this deriva-

tion the result must be regarded only as a strong indication that tem-

peratures exceeding about 300 C should be avoided. This implies also

that the previously assumed small irradiation spot, of roughly 1 mm

radius, is less convenient for practical purposes since beam powers

of the order of 10 W are required. It is therefore essential to per-

form the experiment with spot radii of about 4 mm in order to keep

the experimentally measured maximum temperature below 300 C. In

order to further ensure the absence of thermal diffusion, forced cool-

ing in accordance with the above described theory of heat drainage

was employed. This measure evidently succeeded, since no indica-

tions were found, within the limits of experimental accuracy, of

changes in the carbon distribution in the specimens during the irradia-

tion.

The above theory of heat transport from a small spot into a semi-

infinite medium is not applicable here owing to the large size of the

irradiation area relative to the dimensions of the specimens. Roughly,

equations (23) and (24) agree with a linear flow of heat through the
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specimen into the brass disc which serves as a heat sink. The sub-

sequent theory of heat drainage, however, applies and it was to be

verified experimentally.

DEPTH DISTRIBUTION

Justification for the use of resonances in excitation functions can

be stated as follow.

Consider the first resonance in the excitation function of the C

(p,y) N reaction at 0. 46 MeV. Protons with energies of 0. 46 MeV give

rise to a nuclear reaction with a cross-section of 127 H>b at the sur-

face of the material. In process of interacting with atoms of the ma-

trix the travelling protons are retarded and lose energy. At proton

energies less than 0. 46 MeV, however, the cross-section approaches

vanishing point and the only contribution to the yield is thus provided

by the surface. Similarly, for increased proton energies exceeding

0.46 MeV the cross-section for the relevant reaction approaches

vanishing point and no reaction occurs at the surface. As these protons

pass into the material, however, energy is lost and the reaction takes

place coincidently with an energy decreased to 0. 46 MeV. In this case

the contribution necessarily comes from a layer below the surface.

In this way it is possible to increase the depth by increasing the pro-

ton energy, at which the reaction layer lies below.

On raising the proton energy to 1. 7 MeV the second resonance is

utilized and again the reaction will occur at the surface. The protons

are retarded during their penetration of the matrix, leading to a de-

crease in energy to 0. 46 MeV at 1 3 n,m. At this juncture the same reac-

tion takes place so that the yield now comprises of a contribution from

both the 0.46 MeV and the 1. 7 MeV-resonances. Accordingly use of

the 0.46 MeV-resonance alone is limited to a range of 13 |J,m.

As can be seen from the above argument, depth distribution studies

require a knowledge of two parameters, namely:

a) The relationship between the depth of an anlyzed layer below

the irradiated surface and the energy of the particle used (see

Fig 5).

b) The change in resolving power between adjacent layers with

increasing depth. (Resolution decreases with increasing depth

(see Fig 6).
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a) Depth-energy-relationship

The relationship between the depth below the surface of an ana-

lyzed layer and the particle energy can easily be calculated from an

energy-range table [Ref 13]; resonance energies can be found by in-

spection of the excitation function (see Fig ?). In this connection it is

necessary to'remember that the depth is not equal to the total range

of the particle at the initial energy, but rather to the difference be-

tween the total range R (E ) and the range of a particle with the ini-

tial energy E (resonance energy).

The following relationship is thus valid:

&Rr (Eo) = R (Eo) - R (Er) (34)

b) Resolution

The resolution D of a layer at a given depth is described in

terms of the following three parameters:

i) Resonance width (F)

ii) Straggling (Q)

iii) Energy resolut ion in the beam (AE)

These three p a r a m e t e r s make quite different types of contr ibu-

tion to the resolution. Thus the resonance width is constant and inde-

pendent of the init ial par t ic le energy, but this is not the case for

straggling and energy resolut ion. Since the resonance width and s t r agg -

ling a re of the order of some tens of keV, AE is l e s s than 5 keV and

can thus be neglected.

Straggling is the p a r a m e t e r which is chiefly responsible for the

variat ion of the resolut ion with energy, and i t therefore m e r i t s a

m o r e detailed study.

Ref 12 gives two different express ions for s t raggl ing, according

to whether the matrix nuclei are light or heavy. It is clearly necessary

to determine which of these expressions relate to a specific case.

In light elements all electrons participate in stopping the incoming

charged particle, while in heavy nuclei only a fraction of the electrons

will take part. Accordingly expressions for straggling are given as

follows:
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LIGHT NUCLEI (LNF)

QL(p,d) = A o . Z]/Z

HEAVY NUCLEI (HNF)

QH (p) = 4 . 3 . E y 3 . AO

QH (d) = 3. 5 . E / 3 . AQ

Where

(35)

Z? = atomic number of the matrix nucleus

E = initial energy of the particle

A. = 2 (TTN • AR)1//2 e/4rr e *)

N = Atoms per unit volume

AR = depth; as defined in (34)

e = electron charge

e = dielectric constant in vacuo
o

In order to ensure that the intervals chosen for a given energy

are sufficiently wide, the calculation is carried out using the alterna-

tive which yields the higher value for Q. Thus LNF can be used for

protons up to 1. 7 MeV and for deuterons up to 3 MeV, which covers

almost the whole depth region of interest.

The distributions of the resonance width T and the straggling Q

are assumed to be gaussian. The following relationship is therefore

applicable

D = v r 2 + 4Q2
(PROTONS) (36)

At the surface, the layer thickness for protons is defined by res-

onance alone, but at deeper levels straggling is the predominant

factor [Ref 9], (see Fig 6).

Deuterons do not give rise to resonance; accordingly F = 0 and

the layer thickness för deuterons is defined by

D = 2fi (DEUTERONS) (37)

* )
In the case of a dominating Fe-matrix with AR in

/ keVAQ = 1.5 .



EXPERIMENTAL

Accelerator

StudsvikTs Van de Graaff accelerator was used as the irradiation

facility. The accelerator produces protons or deuterons at energies

between 0. 9 - 5. 5 MeV. The beam is focussed by two pairs of quad-

rupole lenses and collimated by tantalum plates with holes between

1. 2 and 0. 6 cm located in the terminal section of the tube.

Measurements

The annihilation radiation of the position emitter N with a half-

life of 10.0 min was measured by conventional gamma-ray spectro-

metry with a 4096 channel pulse height analyzer of Nuclear Data manu-

facture coupled to a 3" x 3" Nal(Tl) crystal. Single peak as well as

coincidence measurements were carried out. Because of the very low

intensity yield, the data from the coincidence circuit (which was meas-

ured in parallel to single peak) were not used in the analysis.

The decay curve was actually measured at sixteen points, each of

which employed 256 channels in a subgroup.

Samples

Some characteristics of the steel samples studied
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•j->

• H
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ra

c

Carbon- content
in weight %

0.40

4 . 6

40.0

0.047

0. 070

.0*48

1.06

0. 80/0. 32

not known

0. 30/1.25

Depth distribution
presumed

Homogeneous

_ ii _

Homogeneous
_ 11 _

II

_ II _

- grad at 7 ^m

- grad at 20 pjn

+ grad at 4 ji

Remarks

Nat. Bureau of Standards

Carbon iron

Graphite4*"

Heated at 1000°c for pe-

riods between 0. 5 - 16

hours and quenched in

water

Carbon content estimated

by the manufactures**

Diff components present as Si, Mn, Cr, Ni, Mo but not intefering.

The nitrogen present gives a higher counting rate in the first minutes
according to the halflife of 2 min. This, could be seen in diagram
(see Fig 12) and compensated).
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Sample exchanger

The device for changing sample is depicted in Fig 4.

A copper rod (1) inserted in a tube (3) is connected to the irradia-

tion facility (12) by means of a massive copper block. The copper rod

is devised with five sample hole positions. In the figure (part II) a

sample is in the irradiation position. Evacuation of air from the sam-

ple holes is achieved through a prevacuum arrangement (7). The sam-

ples are transported to the irradiation position by the copper which

is translated by means of a screw (4), The screw is operated by a

synchronous motor (5) which is insulated from the system.

A sequence of four O-rings located between the copper block and

the rod maintain the high vacuum (10 torr) applied during the irra-

diation procedure.

With the present arrangement the prompt gamma-radiation can

be measured with a detector in position (2 3). In addition a ring detec-

tor of semi-conductor type may be inserted in the irradiation device

for spectroscopy of protons emitted by (d, p)-reactions (oxygen).

To perform measurements of induced activity in the specimen

the irradiated sample can be moved to position (17) for gamma-spec-

trometric measurements. The detector (13) is shielded with a cylinder

of lead as well as with blocks of lead (15). Loading and unloading takes

place at (18). Irradiation and subsequent measurement are operated

from the control room. The transport time for a sample from irradia-

tion position (16) to detector position (17) is about 10 sec.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Carbon concentration profiles for various types of steel are pre-

sented in Figs 8 to 1 0 ; .

In Table 2 detection limits are listed for carbon in various types
12 13 12 13

of steel as given for C(p,y) N and C(d,n) N reactions, respec-

tively.

The correlation particle energy and analyzed layer depth are

given in Figs 4 to 7.

#)
'The expressions "positive1' and "negative gradient" refer to decar-
burized and carburized samples respectively.
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Since the VdG-accelerator at Studsvik cannot produce protons be-

low 900 keV the lower limit for studies in steel was 4 \im (0. 46 MeV

resonance). Attempts to reduce the proton energy further by inserting

a Ni-foil (4. 5 u.m) only led to more predominant straggling.

The diagram in Fig 8 shows results for some homogeneous sam-

ples. The 0. 46 resonance affords good results. The homogeneity of

the standard with 0. 4 % C is clearly evident as is the smoothly increas-

ing carbon content of the ~ 4 % C sample.

The homogeneous sample with the lowest carbon content is worth

some special comment. This sample originally exhibited a negative

7 |im gradient according to runs made in February 1971 (carburized

from surface up to 7 |j,m). Use of exessive currents in the first runs

(7 - 10 M-A) probably induced steep temperature gradients leading to

the elimination of the carbon content gradient. Thus according to the

last runs this sample now demonstrates a homogeneous distribution.

The positive 4 )j,m gradient (decarburized) is demonstrated very

clearly by both the 0.46 MeV and the 1. 7 MeV-resonances (9a). Curve

9b shows the yield of the 1. 7 MeV-resonance alone (corrected for the

contribution from the 0. 46 MeV-resonance),

Fig 10 shows the increase of activity with energy from the
12 13

C(d,n) N-reaction, Notice the very much higher count rate (In

agreement to the shape of the cross-sections (see Fig 1 and Fig 2)).

As the final section of the 1. 7 MeV resonance shows, there is an

increase of activity which cannot be explained on the basis of the as-

sumed shape of the excitation function. As the increase is almost the

same for all samples it is suggested that the excitation function in-

crease to some extent with energy from 2. 2 MeV.

Interfering reactions

1 3
N is also produced through various interfering reactions. In

connection with proton irradiation the following reactions take place:

13C(p,n)13N (Q = - 3.005) ' (37)

14N(p,pn)13N ( Q . - 10 MeV) (38)

i 6 a ) 1 3 N (Q = -5.2) (39)
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These interferences first become pronounced at higher proton

energies [6], Since, however, the accelerator employed in these

studies operates at a maximum proton energy of 5. 5 MeV, the addi-

tional N activity contributions introduced by reactions (39) and (40)
1 o

can be neglected [6], The interference of N due to reaction (38) has

to be considered ät proton energies exceeding 3 MeV. The first res-

onance for this reaction occurs at 3. 78 MeV [4],

As regards deuteron irradiation, N is also produced through

the agency of the following reaction:

14N(d,3H)13N (Q = -4. 3 MeV) [4]

When carbon and nitrogen levels are of the same order of magni-

tude, this interference can be neglected [6] ,

0. 46/1. 70-ratio

The relative yields of the two proton resonances was measured by

bombarding graphite in the energy range 1 to 2. 5 MeV (see Fig 1 1).

As in the case of other homogeneous samples, a ratio of 0. 85 was

obtained.

Nitrogen-contribution

The main contribution to the annihilation peak (apart from inter-

ference) was made by a layer of nitrogen in the surface of some of the

samples. The extent of this contribution could be evaluated by sepa-

rating counts with respect to the different half-lives ( N: 1 0 min,
15O:2 min) (see Fig 12).

Cooling device

The expression for the experimental temperatures indicates that

400 C is easily reached at current intensities of 5 |JPA or more. Such

a situation may arise if an increase in yield is desired. As shown in

Fig 3 and according to information from steel companies, 400 is the

lower limit of a critical temperature region as far as the maintainance

of the gradient is concerned [Ref 18].

It is accordingly desirable to compliment the sample holder with

an efficient cooling device. The exposed sample is mounted on a mas-
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sive copper cylinder which is brazed to the plate which forms the

shulter of the beam tube. In this cylinder a channel is drilled into

which water and air is sprayed. In more extreme cases vapor from liq-

uid nitrogen can be used.

Computer program

The computer program "CAOS" was used (IBM 360/30). A region,

and the position and half-width of a peak are defined. The program

which fits a Gaussian curve to the distribution, subtracts the back-

ground and integrates the area under the Gaussian curve.

An alternative method using a PDP-9 was shown to be as effective.

A light pen was used to define a region on a display screen. The com-

puter then summed all the channels within this region and subtracted

the background defined by a straight line through the markers. The ad-

vantage gained is appararently that fluctuations in the peak position are

irrelevant to the result.
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Table 2

Reaction

12, , , ,13 . TC(P,Y) N

12C(p,Y) l3N

12C(d,n)13N

Measurement of

Prompt
gamma- rays

13N
Single peak

13N
Single peak

Detection

limit*'

0. 10% C

0. 05% C

0. 01 % C

Steel and Iron
qualities
analysed

0.3% - 4%

0.3% - 4%

Remarks

Detection limit refers to surface
analysis (3).
Depth distribution studies compli-
cated by high background levels.

Surface analysis as well as depth
distribution determination accom-
plished.
Depth resolutions of 0. 5 - 5 \xm in
the range up to 50 |im depth.

High sensitivity for surface analy-
sis.
Compare excitation function

* ) Detection limit defined as percentage carbon content giving a pulse number in the annihilation peak
which is five times the background level (Compton continuum) in the peak region.

ro

i
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Details of sample changer (see Fig 4)

1 . Sample holder

2. Samples

3. Stock

4. Screw

5. Drive motor

6. Nut

7. Pump-connexions

8. Cooling channel

9. Insulation

1 0. Insulating body

1 1 . Support

1 2. Beam tube

1 3. Detector

14. Detector connexion

1 5. Radiation shielding

1 6. Beam axis

17. Detection window

1 8. Loading position

1 9. Micro switches

20. Cable to micro switches

21 . Cable to drive motor

22. Cable to current integrator

23. High intensity detector for prompt radiation

24. Detector cable
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Comment to Fig 7
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig 1 Excitation function for the reaction C(p,y) N,

Fig 2 Excitation function for the reaction C(d,n) N.

Fig 3 Time for carbon diffusion to grain boundary as a function of

the temperature in ferrite and austenite (from Ref 8).

Fig 4 Sample exchanger.

Fig 5 Depth of resonance under steel surface using C(p,y) N-

reaction.

Fig 6 Resolution of steel layer versus depth and energy below sur-
, . T2_, J 3 . T

face using C(p,y) N.

Fig 7 Resolution of steel layer versus depth and energy below sur-

face using C(d,n) N.

Fig 8 Concentration profiles for various steel types.
9

10

Fig 1 1 Relative activity from 0, 46 and 1. 75 MeV resonance.

Fig 12 Decay curve (with and without N-activity).

Fig 13 Sources and sinks for calculating of reduction function.

Fig 14 Reduction function and temperature reduction in finite samples.

Fig 15 Temperature versus power P from experiment.

Fig 16 Surface temperature distribution T(r,o).
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NOMENCLATURE

K = thermal conductivity

C = heat capacity

T = temperature i degrees Kelvin

a = radius of area for incident beam ~1 mm

P = beam power incident on spot ~ 50 W

r = cylindrical coordinate

z = _ II - _ H _

T(r,z) = temperature distribution in r and z

J,., J, = Bes sel functions

a = integral variable

T = - ^ = T (0, 0)

max rraK v '

F(, . ,) = hypergeometric function

E, K = elliptical integrals of second and first kind

d = characteristic dimension

p = densityT , = diffusion time
a

erf = error function

6 = penetration depth

w = power per unit volume

a, (3 = parameters in series-expansion

d = distance between discs in the stack

p = specific power

dS = surface element

dT = infinitesimal temperature increase caused by pdS

AT = temperature difference

T v = temperature at disc X

f(-r) = reduction function

n = summing index in reduction function

N = concentration of "diffusing atoms"

v = velocity of atoms

D = diffusion constant D(t)

D = - " - - " - D(o)
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E = activation ene rgy-

le = Boltzmann constant

v = diffusion velocity

Q* = heat of transfer

q = heat flux

T = Soret characteristic diff. time
s

R(E.) = Range of particle for energy E.

E = Resonance energy

AR (E ) = Range for particle with initial energy E to
resonance Er

D = Resolution of layer (depth)

F = Resonance width

0. = straggling

AE = Energy resolution
Q. (pid) = Straggling for light (L.) elements for protons

(p) and deuterons (d)
Ou(p,d) = Straggling for heavy (H) elements for protons

H (p) and deuterons (d)

atomic number of the matrix nucleus

A = Range dependent parameter for straggling

N = concentration of atoms

AR = Range

e = electron charge

e = dielectric constant in vacuum
o
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